Abstract-Challenges in surveillance video retrieval systems rises from two main issues. First, a so-called semantic gap exists between the user's intentions and the retrieval results, which is resulted from a lack of support for various query types, namely: query-by-keyword, query-by-example, query-by-region, and query-by-combination in retrieval. Second, there is a lack of sufficient matching strategies to retrieve the desired information based on the given query types. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to tackle the aforementioned challenges by proposing a retrieval approach. The proposed approach comprises of the query and retrieval processing components, which enable the users to retrieve various query types. The experimental performance results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed retrieval approach by improving the accuracy up to 27.8% compared to the previous works. Furthermore the proposed solution has shown reduction in processing time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Any automated video surveillance system requires effective and efficient video/image analysis as well as video indexing and retrieval techniques in both object and event levels [1] [2] [3] to fill the semantic gap that exists between low-level features and high-level semantic content of videos [4] . Utilizing the enhanced video indexing and retrieval techniques provide sufficient facilities for effective accessing the content of surveillance video archives in offline investigation for the forensic purposes [5] .
Earlier surveillance retrieval approaches [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] mainly perform exact matching to retrieve keyword-based querying because they cannot support query types such as query-by-(example, region, and combination). These approaches mainly suffer from insufficiency of matching techniques to retrieve desired information based on various query types. However, it is very difficult and almost impossible for the users to express all their desires or requests in the form of conventional queryby-keyword. Recently, work on event-based video analysis and retrieval has been emerged [13] . In surveillance video, events are defined as concepts with dynamic characteristic, which occurred in a certain location at a certain time. Events are recognized considering action of each object as well as interaction among them. There are two main drawbacks of the current event recognition methods especially in area of surveillance video. The first limitation exists in methods that used discriminative model to recognize predefined events. These methods need to train their model using powerful statistical classifier as well as adequate amounts of data for each predefined event class. However, they face significant problems regarding reliable training of their model due to insufficiency of standard labeled datasets; and high dimensionality of feature space that resulted from irregularity exist in every possible event. The second limitation is the incapability of the methods to generalize their solution due to being problem-dependent and ability to recognize only single event [13] . Ultimately, the video retrieval process is highly dependable on the indexing processes which determines the features and attributes supported for the query [14] .
The main objective of this paper is to tackle the aforementioned limitations by proposing an efficient video retrieval approach. The proposed retrieval approach employs two novel matching techniques for retrieving the most relevant information and performing both exact and similarity matching. Moreover, an adopted approximate -means clustering method has been also utilized before performing any matching to reduce the computational complexity of processing and retrieval time.
II. THE PROPOSED RETRIEVAL APPROACH
The ability to efficiently retrieve and browse the accurate and satisfactory results from video archive based on the submitted users query is the most critical aspect of any video retrieval application. Therefore, the proposed retrieval approach is equipped with a rich data model and a flexible query language. Moreover, it employs two matching techniques, the region-based and the Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) blob-based matching, which perform query-by-region and query-by-example, correspondingly. We apply an approximate -means clustering method before performing our proposed matching techniques to reduce the retrieval time.
The block diagram of our video retrieval approach includes two components called, query processing and retrieval processing as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The input of the proposed approach is analyzed and indexed video that have been provided during abstraction and indexing stages. Readers can find more details about these two stages in our previous works [5, [14] [15] [16] . This paper focuses on the retrieval approach utilizing the improved techniques from the query processing stage. The query processing starts with formulating a textual query, selecting whole image as an example query, or part of image as a region query. Moreover, to enhance the performance of retrieval, the submitted query can include the combination of textual and region queries as well as some constraints such as time interval, spatio-temporal, and logical relation among events and objects. A visual query specification interface is devised as a mean to facilitate the aforementioned tasks. The next steps after submitting query is to parse the user's query (query-by-keywords) or extract necessary features after performing region segmentation (in case of query-byexample or query-by-region). The query parsing also checks the vocabulary of the keywords, analyses the query and separates the query to its main parts in case of combination querying.
The retrieval processing starts with (i) selecting appropriate features according to the query type; (ii) performing proper matching technique to find the most relevant results, which satisfy the user's requirements; and (iii) finally, rank the results and return them to the user. To this end, we employed various matching techniques to retrieve the relevant objects or events based on the user's query even in the condition they have been indexed partially (incompletely). The details of the retrieval processing are discussed in the next section.
III. MATCHING TECHNIQUES
Matching technique plays a vital role in the retrieval processing. It measures the similarities between a given query and the video archive through keywords-based matching, feature-based matching, or combination-based matching according to the query types as described below.
1) Keywords-based Matching:
It is the simplest way of retrieving the relevant results by performing exact matching of indexed video and the given keywords in the query where the query constraints are satisfied. Although this technique is easy to implement, it fails to retrieve the satisfactory results in case of imperfect and imprecise video indexing; or when users cannot express their requirement using keywords.
2) Feature-based Matching:
It is used to retrieve relevant results by comparing the low-level features extracted from a given frame/region with the same features extracted from all video frames. The relevant results are those frames with the smallest distances of their features with the features of the given query. The proposed region-based and EMD blobbased performs feature matching.
The traditional feature-based matching techniques compare the given query with all video frames, performs similarity measurement among their features, and subsequently ranks the results. However, their retrieval time are quite high due to the large number of comparisons. One way to reduce these comparisons is to cluster similar frames/region in the same groups and comparing the given query with only the center of each cluster instead of comparing with all frames/region. Then, ranked the cluster with more similarity score on the top that means the frames in those clusters are the most similar ones to the given query. The next step is to compare the given query with all members of this cluster by measuring their features distances, and then the top matching retrieved frames with more similarity are placed on the top of the ranking list. We performed frames clustering as a pre-processing step ahead of retrieval processing using the adopted approximate -means clustering [17] .
3) Combination-based Matching:
The combination of the keywords and features-based techniques are used to find the relevant results based on the query-by-combination. This matching technique can enhance results of the keywords-based matching technique by employing the feature-based matching technique in case of absence of proper keywords.
A. Region-based Matching Technique
We matched the query region (i.e. query-by-region) with all detected objects from the video and returned those frames, which include the most similar detected objects. We compared a given region with the members (detected objects) of cluster, where their centroid is most similar to the given region by measuring their similarity using three extracted features (dominant color, covariance matrix, and edge direction histogram). More details about this technique and its evaluation can be found in [15] .
B. EMD Blob-based Matching Technique
User may submit a query-by-example by selecting a frame and consequently the set of frames (from all video frames i.e. N i i fr Fr ,..., 1 }, { = = ), which are the most similar to the given query are retrieved and returned. The common way to perform this query type is to match the content of the query image with each frame of video archive based on their features. Our solution is to represent the query frame by extracting its objects (blobs) and then compare them with the extracted objects (blobs) of each video frame rather than comparing the whole image content. Hence, we formulated this problem as: given a There are two strategies for performing the aforementioned comparison that are the one-to-one and the many-to-many matching. The former strategy measures the similarity among each pair of query blobs and frame blobs separately using common distance-based similarity metrics such as Euclidean distance, which is infeasible for matching many images/frames where each is composed of several blobs. While, the latter strategy measures the similarity by simultaneous many-tomany comparison among query blobs and frame blobs to compensate the drawback of common one-to-one matching. Therefore, we presented an EMD blob-based similarity matching technique based on the second strategy to perform those comparisons by adopting EMD as the kernel of our similarity matching technique. Since, the EMD is applicable for comparisons of frames with different numbers of blobs.
Our EMD blob-based similarity matching technique is similar to the object matching method proposed in [18] . They measured the similarity among objects and the given region query based on EMD computed over one of these features: covariance matrix distances, color histogram intersection, or SIFT. However, we used the EMD blob-based matching technique for a given query example that includes a number of regions (objects) rather than just one region. The performance of the proposed technique is enhanced and its processing time is reduced by fusing three features including covariance matrix, color histogram intersection, and edge direction histogram to compute the dissimilarity among blobs based on EMD after performing clustering of similar video frames.
The EMD is computed based on a well-known transportation problem. It is a bipartite network flow problem to search for the minimum shipping cost for transporting a unit of supply/good from suppliers to consumers. Suppose 
We applied original EMD in our EMD blob-based similarity matching technique by considering the suppliers P ). Hence, we need to define the ground distance ij c as well as flow ij f . The ground distance can be the similarity measures of three descriptors including dominant color ( DC ), edge direction histogram ( EDH ) and covariance matrix ( CM ) among two blobs. In addition, the query and frame blobs' weights are corresponded to i ω and j ω , respectively.
We computed the EMD distance for each pair of blobs by calculating the average of the three single EMD distances computed for the above descriptors as follows:
To retrieve the most relevant frames to the query, normally, we should compute EMD distance between query and all video frames and rank the results, which is a time consuming process. Therefore, we performed our query-by-example retrieval in two stages. In the first stage, we grouped all similar frames into limited number of clusters based on our adopted approximate -means algorithm. In the second stage, we performed our EMD blob-based matching technique to compute the distance between query blobs and blobs of each cluster centroids. Once the most similar cluster's centroid with the query was defined with the smallest EMD distance, then we computed EMD for all frames that are located in the same cluster with the selected centroid. Finally, we ranked the results according to their top smallest EMD values.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluated the robustness of our proposed EMD blobbased matching technique against the approach of Le et al. [18] by using two datasets PETS 2006 1 and PETS 2007 2 as well as evaluation metric, average normalized rank. We analyzed the retrieval results of 30 given queries from PETS 2006 as shown in Fig. 2 . The results revealed the better performance of the proposed EMD blob-based matching technique over the approach of Le et al. [18] in obtaining the lower overall nk a R~ around 0.22. Although in 8 out of 30 queries the other technique obtained better performance than ours, the overall retrieval performance of our technique shows an improvement of 27.8%. This improvement resulted from the effectiveness and efficiency of computing the EMD blob-based on our fused features (including covariance matrix, color histogram intersection, and edge direction histogram) compared to only one feature that was used in other technique. Fig. 3 shows the interface of the region-based surveillance video indexing and retrieval system for submitting query based on Region of Interest (ROI). The evaluation details of regionbased matching technique can be found in [15] . We performed a set of experiment to show the effectiveness of applying approximate k-means clustering in reducing the retrieval time of the proposed EMD blob-based matching technique. Table 1 reports the average retrieval time of the proposed technique compared to the approach of Le et al. [18] for two datasets. It is clear that the retrieval time in the proposed technique is lower than other approach in both datasets. The time reduction confirmed the effectiveness of clustering similar frames before performing any blob matching. V. CONCLUSIONS This paper presented a video retrieval approach with the ability to support various query types. The proposed approach has been equipped with two effective matching techniques, region-based and EMD blob-based, to retrieve the most similar video frames to the submitted query-by-region and query-byexample, respectively. The EMD blob-based matching technique ranked the similar frames by computing EMD among blobs of the given query and blobs of each video frame based on fused similarity measure computed over the three features (i.e. dominant color, covariance matrix, and edge direction histogram). To reduce the computational complexity and retrieval time, we utilized an approximate -means clustering before performing matching. The adopted approximate -means method offered a good trade-off between the computational complexity and obtained accuracy. The experimental results have also revealed the significant improvements in both processing time and accuracy.
